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Abstract. We present a design to production building information
modeling approach based on the notion of procedural modeling to address the challenge of very large volumes of information.
Keywords. Building Information Modeling. Digital Fabrication.

1. Introduction
The objective of this research work is to address the generation, management
and documentation of large quantities of building information for digital fabrication. We investigate the scaling of complexity from early design models
to end production. The research was part of a project developed for the artwork, created by Ms. Claire Lim, embedded in the interior cladding for the
currently under construction underground station. The project is part of Land
Transport Authority, Singapore Art in Transit programme where Singapore
artists are commissioned to create artworks for integration into the architecture of metro stations of upcoming MRT lines.
The surface area of the project is circa 2,200sqm and the total perforation
number is approximately 877,000 with about 900 perforations for each of the
uniquely formed 958 aluminium sheet panels with diameters ranging between 5 and 40mm. Axial symmetry per elevation is used such that the total
number of unique patterns is reduced to one quarter of potential total. The
perforation is set out on rectangular panels on an equilateral triangle grid
with diameters related to the tone of the original hand drawn artwork. An interesting aspect of the artwork is that it integrates the acoustic strategy for
the station as the perforate screen and sound absorbing backing dampen
transport induced noise thus forming an artistically and technically sound
environment (Figure 1).
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Figure 1.Top: Elevation of station with artwork embedded in interior cladding. Bottom right:
Translation of visual information into perforation. Bottom left: Detail of panel and data sheet.

The novelty of the work is in the integration of design-to-production via a
procedural system which unlike conventional CAD and BIM does not require extensive interim steps of modeling, large databases and documentation establishment actions. Our system, a hybrid parametric and building information modeling extension, generates in seconds the entire building
envelope and its documentation including drawings and print specification.
The significance of the research work in the broader domain of architectural
computing aims to: (a) Improve the understanding of the challenges in current BIM processes for very large and/or information dense projects; and (b)
Propose methods for overcoming some of those problems via a procedural
approach to building information modeling.
2. Modalities of Modeling
A challenge with current implementations of BIM is that information modeling is derived from the idea of drawing which is a labour intensive process.
While BIM systems offer easements such as hierarchical composition using
nested entities and automatic schedule and drawing extraction, creating highly variable design information through generative representations is practi-
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cally unfeasible. It is of course possible to use basic BIM methods to model
projects such as ours. One would need to define a smart family with parameterized center point locations, radii and flags to model a generic perforate
rectangular sheet unit that can adapt to dimensional changes. The data would
need to be loaded from a tabular database per panel then assembled in a project document. It is hopefully obvious that this process is inherently drawing
like; it is foreseeably extremely laborious to set up; and even though flexible
local modification wise it very fragile to broader design logic modifications.
An alternative popular approach to rapid generation and transformation
of design information is via visual programming which offers a flexible approach to expressing design logic. Instead of drawing one would graph the
logic either in flat or structured mode. However, even though this approach
is more effective than static modeling it has also its limitations such as poor
integration with BIM, graphs become rapidly complex obfuscating the logic,
there is overall limited understanding of how to structure information dense
processes and control complexity, and data duplication is often significant
enough to reduce design-development and end documentation efficiency.
3. Understanding the Problem
The challenge with design of perhaps any size is the inevitable accumulation
of large quantities of information from early schematics to production documentation. The velocity of information is what may help us understand and
quantify complexity. The parameters in such formulation are proportional to
the size of the project and the number of transformations/iterations that occur
during the translation of early softer design information, such as sketches
and images, to progressively harder data forms, such as drawings and datasheets, for production. In addition, complexity emerges either within systemic design boundaries or among the interfaces of those system boundaries. To
quantify and compare complexity we use notions of asymptotic analysis
used in mathematics and computer science to measure the time/space of a
problem (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1965; Garey and Johnson, 1979) and investigate the implications as the problem scale increases.
In our process the complexity within a cladding unit’s system boundaries
is driven by the total number of perforations and variations thereof, while the
interface complexity is at the details for interfacing with special conditions
such as the end of the wall panels, stairs and structures. The complexity in
size of information would thus equal the sum of interior and exterior complexities. If perforation was uniform the interior complexity would be constant, reflecting the fact that only one drawing would suffice to describe of
the entire project, while the exterior complexity at worst would be linear if
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we assume that special conditions occur at perimeter boundaries. Thus the
effort would be dominated by the exceptional cases which would need to be
address individually. If perforation is variable as it is then the velocity of interior information accumulation becomes quadratic, to reflect the marginal
increase of surface area, and thus dominates the total effort. Static modeling
then asymptotically becomes insufficient and we need a design computation
approach.
4. Procedural Perspective
The approach proposed here is procedural. The term procedural has a very
broad range of interpretations (Ebert, 2003). In its looser form it may imply
any computer based process explicitly encoded in procedural constructs may
those be parametric state graphs or structured programming functions. We
use the term procedural in the computer graphics notion defined as the dynamic generation and operation on information, as opposed to static modeling of such assets as geometry and/or imagery.
On-demand generation and transformation of information offers benefits
(Peachey, 2003) such as: (a) Flexibility: procedures driven by limited input
parameters can generate dimensionally or configurationally variable results;
(b) Compactness: of information footprint since inputs, which are often only
a few, produce contents potentially massive in quantity; (c) Locality: as selective information processing offers improved interactivity as opposed to
operating on the totality of a large building information model; (d) Adaptability: as variable definition may be achieved if only partial results are generated within a capped total computation budget; and (e) Scaling: procedural
models can afford higher levels of maximum information density compared
to static models that continuously compound information.
A procedural perspective to design representation within computer modeling is not new: it has been used in a wide range of contexts such as Lsystems and shape grammars (Lindenmayer, 1968; Stiny and Mitchell, 1978;
Flemming, 1987), architectural (March and Steadman, 1974; Mitchell, 1990;
Muller et al, 2006; Merrell, Schkufza and Koltun, 2010) and urban form
(Watson el al, 2008). In those aforementioned cases the key aspect targets,
and arguably the most common in procedural modeling, is generation of variation, that is high levels of information density and complexity from countable, read a few, initial parameters, and perhaps novelty in an emergent
sense, thus often termed as generative. In our context we focus on the aspect
of information scaling which may assist in addressing the problem of dealing
with copious amounts of building design information past its generation.
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5. Design Process
The artwork was created on paper and digitized in resolution to ensure the
perforation grid sampling would retain definition. High resolution was not
required because the perforation down samples the original artwork. However, it was important to achieve tonal consistency such that diameter changes
were neither abrupt nor imperceptible. Adjustments were made in photo editing to sharpen and blur data, perform corrections and map the artwork onto
the elevations. The setting out geometry was coordinated with the project architect such that panel dimensions, positions and shapes were codified. To
abstract complications of detailing relationships such as panel overruns, interfaces with stairs and bends around corners, we defined a notional unit
panel comprised of three layers of information: (a) Setting out boundary:
which relates the panel to the grid; (b) Panel exterior edge: defines the true
dimensions of the unit offset from the setting out grid to take into account
the joint details; and (c) Perforate region: offset boundary, not always constant, within the panel edge to allow for margins. The perforation ratio advised by the acoustics engineer was set on average of 30% such that it was
sufficient for auditory performance but also average to allow for variations
within the perforation pattern and ensure definition of the artwork.
6. Computation Process
The design computation system developed for the project is a hybrid library
extension for Rhino/Grasshopper and Revit. There are three layers of organization (a) Core logic containing the project algorithms, (b) Platform bindings
contain code for interacting with the CAD/BIM system and (c) File interfaces for loading raster data and emitting files such as 3dm, Rfa, Csv, Dxf and
Pdf. The structure of the system is inspired by a functional programing style
where processes are composed as a single mathematical function (Figure 2).

Figure 2.Organization of design computation system process diagram and bindings.
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Of interest in a procedural modeling paradigm is the notion of interactive
scoping to control partial evaluation of the design function. Partial evaluation of sub-domains of wall is useful for not overwhelming the underlying
CAD/BIM system with large volumes of volatile information which makes
design development work very difficult due to latencies. Functionally scoped
filters transform the execution model from breadth-first to depth-first and
thus ease design iteration from schematics to details.
An interesting idea is the notion of procedural layers. The idea is similar
to typical CAD/BIM layers where design information may be peeled off to
alter the primary representation. The extension into procedural layers, where
information is no longer static but dynamically evaluated enables more interesting design development process where processing layers, in series, may
be disengaged and create different design results altogether. In addition procedural layers, in parallel, are used for enabling multiple representations
such as visual, numerical and various file specifications. Finally procedural
layers incorporate parameters to allow for such notions of level of detail.
The core challenge or limitation with a procedural approach is when the
entire model is required, for instance for producing a major elevation at maximum level of detail or emitting the entire model in a document format for
archival. Indicatively the entire model for the interior wall in legacy CAD
format (dwg) amounts to 16MB, in modern CAD systems (3dm) 380MB and
building information modeling (rfa) 729MB (curves only) and 1594MB (solid model). The specification encoded in Pdf documents per panel including
drawings and tabular data amounts to a little under 1000 pages at the total
size of 90MB. Hopefully this requirement is infrequent and only really needed at the end of the design development documentation process.
Another more subtle limitation with procedural modeling is that of interdepend relationships. For instance if one design component depends on a
previous then we almost always need to expand processing to evaluate such
relationships and thus we may end back to full model regeneration. Then the
benefits of procedural processing dissipate and we are back to conventional
static modeling. There are however methods to overcome this. A top-down
approach is to clearly separate genotype procedural layers, which is the minimal core description of the design, from phenotype layers which are usually
dress up geometries and meta-data. The logic is based on the empirical observation that dress up geometry is overwhelmingly more straining than pure
minimal data descriptor processing. We may then evaluate the entire model
in-core but only dress up and visualize only sub-domains thereof.
A similar approach is to pre-compute variation whereby if the dependencies are not emergent during computation they can be evaluate and stored
ahead of time as an input map. For instance in our project we introduced a
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random filter to add some latent noise effect to perforation diameters and introduce back a hand-made quality in the artwork. The introduction of randomness was problematic for design development as the wall pattern became
volatile every time the viewing region changed. In addition, the reflective
symmetry of the wall pattern required reuse of the same random factor. The
solution to this could be either to push noise upstream into the predefined
artwork graphic data or use downstream labelling for random number generation seeding per panel from its unique identification number.
A third approach, which is not always feasible, is to exploit the locality of
certain relationships. In past work (Dritsas, Charitou and Hesselgren, 2007)
we observed that even though in theory topological relationships imply that
potential every element is related to a neighboring set up to a boundary condition, it often the case that those relationships become weaker or irrelevant
after certain distance. In those scenarios we may pre-compute a total approximate solution, compute the differences up to a discrete neighborhood and
use them for partial evaluations where ghosted neighbours are used.
7. Prototyping Process
To understand the physical scale of the perforation we developed a series of
prototypes using plotting in true scale. The information gathered from this
exercise was the minimum and maximum diameters and gradient characteristics within that range. In addition, we developed a scaled prototype panel
in acrylic using laser cutting and aluminium using three axis machining. Laser cut prototypes were problematic as heat accumulation distorted the panel.
Machining using standard drill bits was slow and it required additional work
for deburring sharp edges.

Figure 3. Prototyping processes using aluminium three-axis routing and paper laser cutting.
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Fabrication Process
There are multiple available digital fabrication technologies for producing
perforation such as stamping, machining, laser cutting and turret punching.
The critical factors for selection is production time, surface and edge finish
quality and tooling costs. Stamping for instance is most effective for large
volumes of production due to cost of tooling. Machining is perhaps the least
efficient method as it requires coolant to ensure no deformations occur due
to heat dissipation, it has also associated tooling costs, it requires deburring
to clear sharp edges and thus overall rather inefficient. Turret punching is
very fast, with sufficient resolution for the project but often used for small
diameter perforations. Laser cutting has the benefit of lesser tooling costs,
very high resolution and increased speeds but heat accumulation may become a problem and deburring may be also be required for finishing.
At the time of publication the project has not entered fabrication so we
have no additional data. However, the computation is derived from a previous project, namely the cover page of the Praxis journal (Lawrence and
Schafer, 2008), which addressed the challenge of time efficient production
for very large volume of perforations using high speed laser cutting. While
the material, fabrication processes and constraints substantially differ, there
is sufficient overlapping in digital fabrication strategies explained below.
The cost function for digital fabrication is comprised by (a) the time required to produce machine files from input information such as drawings, (b)
the machine and positioning apparatus setup time, tool replacements and material tendering, (c) machine run time per sheet and potential post processing
such as deburring. The first consideration is addressable by computation by
integration of machine code generation. There are requirements for establishing a file organization protocol and adaptation to machine characteristics.
The second aspect is either invariant, there is one-time effort to develop the
positioning protocol, or it implies manpower or robotic tendering process.
The last consideration may be explored from the machine code generation
perspective in order to optimize processing time. For low volumes of machined details the entire process is dominated by tendering costs. However
for high volume of details run-time becomes time critical.
If we focus on the machining process we can derive a time budget function based on machine actions which are classified as (a) actual material cutting by following polygonal paths, (b) transferring from one contour the
next, and (c) time required for tool changes, which is irrelevant for laser cutting. Cutting time is purely based on material characteristics to ensure best
end product quality. It is also often difficult to justify changing the design
for the sake of machine time. However, there are micro optimizations that
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can be performed such as for instance providing machine code primitives
that are most efficient for the targeted equipment. Machines that support native circular arc pathing instructions may perform hole-cutting much faster
that polygonised shapes, from past experience, even if circles are replaced by
low point polygons such as squares.
Transfers and tool changes are operations that do not interfere with the
work piece and offer room for improvement. By default machines follow the
pathing order recorded in the machine code/drawing file. It is often possible
to edit the path transfers within CAM applications but for large number of
transfers it quickly becomes laborious. To address this computationally we
assume constant speed of transfer equal to the maximum the machine can
achieve. The problem is transformed from time domain to distance minimization. This formulation is equivalent to the classical traveling salesman
problem, which asks for the shortest route among locations. Transfers between curves instead of points can be addressed by the generalized traveling
salesman problem which examines clusters of locations. To briefly expose
the complexity of the problem we may imagine that we are required to find
an ordered permutation of a list of points such that the length of the polyline
is minimized. This is a typology of computation problems known as NPcomplete which is presumed that have no efficient solution in polynomial
time to the size of the problem. For small numbers it possible to examine all
possible combinations however for medium and large problems an approximate solution may be achieved via heuristics. For regular patterns such as
those examined we can derive a static solution based on first principles and
avoid the complexity of on-demand optimization. The result of this simple
process can reduce processing time by quite a significant amount (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Transfer pathing optimization options: (a) Default row/column grid structure traversal, (b) Scan line grid structure traversal, (c) Optimized start point and pairing traversal.
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8. Conclusions
Building information modeling offers the opportunity for an integrated digital process from early design to production. However, even with small scale
projects the cumulative amount of information produced often overwhelms
the design process with protocols of information management that we have
only started understanding and formalizing. Perhaps there are lessons we can
learn and methods to borrow from information theory in order to assess design complexity. Current BIM systems based on the notion of improved
drawing are limited to documentation and information exchange. If we are to
make the steps to integrate digital fabrication into BIM non-trivially we need
to address the issue of large volumes of information. A procedural approach
has certain benefits that augment the notion of design computation that is
modeling of the design process logic rather than its static end product. We
foresee future implementations of BIM moving away from drawing towards
procedural representations.
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